
French Curriculum Overview

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Year
3

Introduction to
French

Greetings,
Classroom

Instructions, Saying
your name,

Numbers 1-12

How do you start a
conversation in

French?

Asking how are
you?

Asking age, Basic
conversation in

French, Introducing
someone else,

Numbers 13-20,
Numbers 20-30

How can we
describe French

Art?

Colour,
French book Ours

brun,
Shape, Describing

shape pictures - link
to DT structures -

look at French
castles and shapes

in pictures of
castles.

How do you say
body parts in

French?

Parts of the body,
French book Va-t-en
Grand Montsre Vert,

Reading about
aliens,

Describing aliens,
Numbers 20-50

How do you talk
about pets in

French?

L’alphabet,
Pets/animals,

Numbers to 50

Which fruit do you
like?

Where do you live?
Fruit,

Fruit likes and
dislikes,

French book La
Surprise de Handa

Year
4

What vocabulary
can I find on a

calendar?

Numbers to 100,
French days of the

week,
Months,

French book Le loup
qui voulait changer

de couleur

What are the
basics I need to
write a letter to a

penpal in French?

Saying the date in
French,

Saying when your
birthday is,

Saying your age,
Recap basic

conversations,
Writing a letter in

French.

Why are numbers
and prepositions

important?

Numbers to 100,
Prepositions

How do you read a
book in French
when you don’t

know all the
words?

French book La
chenille qui fait des

trous

What is your
favourite

ice-cream?

Ice creams,
Likes and dislikes,

Ice cream cafe

How do you get to
school?

Transport



Year
5

Why do I need to
practise the

basics?

Review of basic
conversation,

Review of numbers
to 100,

Zoo animals,

What is your
favourite zoo

animal and why?

French book Cher
Zoo,

Writing own versions
of Cher Zoo,

Christmas in France

How do you create
a weather report in

French?

Weather,
Francophone,
Creating and

recording a French
weather report

French book and
Saying the date

French book La
météo d' Elmer,

Months,
Days of the week,

Numbers,
How to say the date,

Seasons

How do you talk
about sports in

French?

Sports,
Outdoor ed sports,
Likes and dislikes,
Opinions on sports,
Body parts recap

How can we design
a warm-up in

French?

French warm-up
verbs,

French warm up
instructions,

Creating a French
warm-up and

recording,
Food and drink

Year
6

What is your
favourite food?

Food,
Breakfast,

Lunch,
Dinner,

Healthy/Unhealthy,
Likes and dislikes

How do you order
in a French cafe?

French money,
Au cafe

What language do
you need to

describe clothing
in French?

Clothes,
Colours,

Adjectives,
What are you

wearing?
What is he/she

wearing?

What language
skills do you need

to perform in a
French fashion

show?

Opinions of clothing,
Preparing for a
French Fashion

show,
Performing in a
French fashion

show,
Creating a clothing

website

Where do you live
and how can you

describe it in
French?

Where do you live,
Homes - buildings,

En Ville,
Travel advert

How do you ask
and give

directions? / How
can you tell the
time in French?

Directions,
Giving and asking

directions,
Telling the time,
Asking the time


